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Abstract.
It is shown that for inhomogeneous Lie algebras having only one Casimir operator,
the latter can be explicitly constructed from the Maurer-Cartan equations by means
of wedge products. It is further proved that this constraint imposes sharp bounds for
the dimension of the representation R defining the semidirect product. The procedure
is generalized to compute also the rational invariant of some Lie algebras.
PACS numbers: 02.20Sv
21. Introduction
The study of (generalized) Casimir operators of symmetry groups has acquired
an importance fundamental for the understanding of physical theories, where they
constitute a valuable tool for classification schemes and the subsequent establishment
of mass formulae. The invariants of a Lie algebra serve principally to label irreducible
representations, and are therefore of interest to separate multiplets, their eigenvalues
being identified with the quantum numbers of certain physical observables. Among the
different physical situations where Lie algebras appear, like in geometric symmetry
groups related to degeneracies of energy levels or spectrum generating algebras
associated to non-invariance groups, the most important case probably corresponds to
those symmetries depending on the potential energy functions (e.g. Coulomb problem),
nowadays known as dynamical symmetry groups. For these the invariants are specially
useful, since they enable us to express the Hamiltonian of the system in terms of the
Casimir operators of a Lie algebra and some of its Lie subalgebras (e.g., the Interaction
Boson Model) [1, 2, 3]. Other situations involving the invariants of an algebra and
certain of its subalgebras appear in connection with symmetry breaking problems [4].
The question how to find the invariants of a Lie algebra has been approached by
many different methods, from the study of enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie algebras
to analytical methods based on the integration of a set of linear first order partial
differential equations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Other methods, like tensor operator
techniques or algebraic reductions, have been successfully developed for special classes
of Lie algebras [14, 15, 16]. Another possibility to obtain the Casimir operators, or more
generally, the invariants by the coadjoint representation, is the use of the structural or
Maurer-Cartan equations of the Lie algebra. Differential forms, being a powerful tool
for many physical problems, have however not been used extensively in the invariant
problem, although they are a common technique in the study of Poisson structures and
related integrability conditions [2, 17, 18]. This interpretation is very close to that of
total differential equations [11], and suggests that for Lie algebras with one Casimir
operator, the latter could be somehow encoded in the Maurer-Cartan equations, by
means of wedge products. On the other hand, algebras with only one invariant cannot
be obtained by contraction of semisimple Lie algebras (up to the trivial case in dimension
three [16]), thus the invariant has to be computed directly.
In this work we prove that for semidirect products of semisimple and Abelian Lie
algebras having only one invariant for the coadjoint representation, the Casimir operator
of the algebra is completely determined by the corresponding Maurer-Cartan equations.
As a consequence, such algebras will be endowed with a concrete geometrical structure.
We also point out that the procedure enables us to find the commuting polynomials for
the cases where the Lie algebras has a rational invariant, and even allows to recover
the invariants for Lie algebras having two Casimir operators. These results constitute
a complement to the geometrical method developed recently in [15, 19] for Lie algebras
with certain structure. As applications, we derive a basis independent expression for
3the Casimir operator of the special affine Lie algebras sa(nR) used in affine quantum
gauge theories [2].
Any Lie algebra g and any representation R considered in this work is defined
over the field R of real numbers. We convene that non-written brackets are either
zero or obtained by antisymmetry. We also assume implicitly the Einstein summation
convention. Abelian Lie algebras of dimension n will be denoted by nL1.
2. Invariants of Lie algebras. Maurer-Cartan equations
Among the multiple algebraic and analytical methods developed in the literature in
order to determine the Casimir invariants of Lie algebras, the procedure based on partial
differential equations (PDEs) has probably become the most standard [9, 11]. Given a
basis {X1, .., Xn} of g and the structure tensor
{
Ckij
}
, we consider the realization of g
in the space C∞ (g∗) determined by the differential operators:
X̂i = C
k
ijxk
∂
∂xj
, (1)
where [Xi, Xj] = C
k
ijXk (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n). It is straightforward to verify
that the brackets
[
X̂i, X̂j
]
= −CkijX̂k are satisfied, showing that they define a linear
representation of the algebra. Casimir operators of g correspond to functions on the
generators F (X1, .., Xn) of g that satisfy the constraint
[Xi, F (X1, .., Xn)] = 0. (2)
Using the ansatz by PDEs, it can be seen that Casimir operators constitute a special
case corresponding to polynomial solutions to the system of linear first order partial
differential equations:
X̂iF (x1, .., xn) = C
k
ijxk
∂F
∂xj
(x1, .., xn) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (3)
Solutions of (3) are called generalized Casimir invariants or invariants of the coadjoint
representation of g. The classical Casimir operators are recovered using the
symmetrization map Sym(xa11 ..x
ap
p ) =
1
k!
∑
σ∈Sp
xa1
σ(1)...x
ap
σ(p) and then replacing the
variables xi by the corresponding generator Xi [8]. A maximal set of functionally
independent solutions of (3) will be called a fundamental set of invariants. The number
N (g) of independent solutions to the system is given by [5]:
N (g) = dim g− supx1,..,xnrank
(
Ckijxk
)
, (4)
where A(g) :=
(
Ckijxk
)
is the matrix which represents the commutator table over the
basis {X1, .., Xn}. Some years ago, a method based on total differential equations was
proposed in [11]. For algebras with one invariant, system (3) is simplified to a total
differential equation of the type:
dF = dx1 + U12dx2 + ...+ U1ndxn = 0, (5)
4by means of successive reductions, where the U1i are functions of the generators of g
obtained from the commutator matrix A(g) [11]. The solution of (5) is thus a first
integral F =
∑n
i=1 fixi of equation (5), the fi being the result of deleting the common
factors in the Ui. This method reduced the computation of the Casimir operator to
the evaluation of dim(g) − 1 determinants and the integration of the total differential
equation (5). This ansatz can be easily reformulated in terms of differential forms, which
constitute a more natural frame for this type of algebras. In terms of the Maurer-Cartan
equations, the Lie algebra g is described as follows: Given the structure tensor
{
Ckij
}
over the basis {X1, .., Xn}, the identification of the dual space g∗ with the left-invariant
Pfaffian forms on the simply connected Lie group whose algebra is isomorphic to g allows
to define an exterior differential d on g∗ by
dω (Xi, Xj) = −C
k
ijω (Xk) , ω ∈ g
∗. (6)
With this operator coboundary d we can rewrite g as a closed system of 2-forms
dωk = −C
k
ijωi ∧ ωj, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ dim (g) , (7)
called the Maurer-Cartan equations of g. In particular, the condition d2ωi = 0 for all i
is equivalent to the Jacobi condition. In order to relate this approach with the number
of invariants, we consider the linear subspace L(g) = R {dωi}1≤i≤dimg of
∧2
g∗ generated
by the 2-forms dωi [20]. It follows at once that dimL(g) = dim (g) if and only if dωi 6= 0
for all i, that is, if the condition dim (g) = dim [g, g] holds. If ω = aidωi (a
i ∈ R) is a
generic element of L(g), then we can find j0 (ω) ∈ N such that
j0(ω)∧
ω 6= 0,
j0(ω)+1∧
ω ≡ 0. (8)
The quantity j0 (g) defined by
j0 (g) = max {j0 (ω) | ω ∈ L(g)} . (9)
constitutes a numerical invariant of the Lie algebra g, and allows to rewrite equation
(4) as
N (g) = dim g− 2j0 (g) . (10)
This identity implies that j0 (g) coincides with the number of internal labels necessary
to describe a general irreducible representation of g [20, 21, 22].
This reformulation in terms of differential forms can be useful to construct the
Casimir operator when the condition N (g) = 1 is satisfied. As an example how it can
be computed from the Maurer-Cartan equations, consider the 5-dimensional Lie algebra
g = sl (2,R)
−→⊕D 1
2
2L1 given by the brackets
[X1, X2] = 2X2, [X1, X3] = −2X3 [X2, X3] = X1 [X1, X4] = X4,
[X1, X5] = −X5, [X2, X5] = X4, [X3, X4] = X5.
The structure equations are easily seen to be
dω1 = −ω2 ∧ ω3, dω2 = −2ω1 ∧ ω2, dω3 = 2ω1 ∧ ω3,
dω4 = −ω1 ∧ ω4 − ω2 ∧ ω5, dω5 = ω1 ∧ ω5 − ω3 ∧ ω4.
(11)
5Let us consider a generic element ω ∈ g∗: ω = a1ω1 + a2ω2 + a3ω3 + a4ω4 + a5ω5, where
ai ∈ R are considered as variables. The coboundary operator d is given by:
dω = a1ω2 ∧ ω3 + 2a
2ω1 ∧ ω2 − 2a
3ω1 ∧ ω3 + a
4 (ω1 ∧ ω4 + ω2 ∧ ω5) +
a5 (−ω1 ∧ ω5 + ω3 ∧ ω4) .
Now, computing the wedge product ω∧dω∧dω and expanding it, we get the expression
ω ∧ dω ∧ dω = −6
(
a1a4a5 + a2(a5)2 − a3(a4)2
)
ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ω3 ∧ ω4 ∧ ω5. (12)
Observe that the polynomial Φ = a1a4a5 + a2(a5)2 − a3(a4)2 is homogeneous of degree
two in the variables a4 and a5, corresponding to the generators in the radical of g. Now,
replacing the variables ai by the corresponding xi, it is straightforward to verify that
C = x1x4x5 + x2x
2
5 − x3x
2
4 satisfies the system (3) corresponding to this Lie algebra.
Therefore the symmetrized polynomial is the Casimir operator of g.
The main objective of this work is to show the correctness of this observation for
algebras satisfying the constraint g = [g, g], i.e., being perfect. This apparent restriction
is necessary, since for perfect Lie algebras the existence of complete sets of invariants
formed by polynomials is ensured [8], while for non-perfect algebras we can even have
transcendental invariants [8, 19, 22]. However, we will show that the Maurer-Cartan are
also useful to find the commuting polynomials that constitute the rational invariant for
Lie algebras with a codimension one commutator subalgebra. This also allows a method
to find the Casimir operators of various Lie algebras with two invariants.
3. Inhomogeneous Lie algebras
Among all Lie algebras having a non-trivial Levi decomposition, inhomogeneous Lie
algebras, i.e., semidirect products g = s
−→⊕R(dimR)L1 of semisimple and Abelian
Lie algebras, have an important property concerning the structure of their Casimir
invariants. As already told, it is known that these algebras admit polynomial invariants
whenever the constraint [g, g] = g is satisfied [8]. It is natural to ask whether the Levi
decomposition induces some kind of homogeneity of the Casimir operators with respect
to the variables of the Levi subalgebra s and the variables of the Abelian radical. This
property, which holds exclusively for this class, is a consequence of the so-called missing
label problem associated to these algebras [22] and the natural contraction related to it
[23, 24]:
Theorem 1 Let g = s
−→⊕R(dimR)L1. Then any Casimir invariant is an homogeneous
polynomial in the variables of the radical (dimR)L1.
We also remark that the particular structure of the invariants of inhomogeneous
Lie algebras is deeply connected with the expansion method considered by Rosen in
[6] for unitary and pseudo-orthogonal algebras. Actually the previous homogeneity
with respect to the appropriate variables is one of the principal reasons for the
6possibility of recovering the Casimir operators of semisimple Lie algebras from those
of an inhomogeneous contraction.
We now focus on inhomogeneous Lie algebras satisfying the constraint N (g) = 1.
For this case, various interesting structural properties emerge, that will allow us to find
an intrinsic construction of the Casimir operator.
Lemma 1 Let L = {ω1, .., ω2r+1} be a system of independent 1-forms such that dωi ∈∧2 L − {0} for i = 1..2r + 1. Let ω =∑2r+1i=1 aiωi ∈ L be an element such that(
r∧
dω
)
∧ ω = Φ( a1, .., a2r+1)ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ... ∧ ω2r+1 6= 0,
where Φ ( a1, .., a2r+1) is a polynomial in the variables ai. Then
r∧
dω =
1
r + 1
2r+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ω̂i ∧ ... ∧ ω2r+1, (13)
where ω̂i denotes omission of the element ωi.
Proof. From the properties of the wedge product it follows at once that
Φ ( a1, .., a2r+1) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r+1 in the variables a1, .., a2r+1.
Define the 2r-form
θ =
2r+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ω̂i ∧ ... ∧ ω2r+1. (14)
By assumption, Φ 6= 0, thus the 2-form θ is non-vanishing. Considering the 1-form
ω =
∑2r+1
i=1 aiωi and taking the wedge product of θ and ω, we obtain that
θ ∧ ω =
2r+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ω̂i ∧ ... ∧ ω2r+1 ∧
(
2r+1∑
i=1
aiωi
)
=
2r+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1 ai
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ω̂i ∧ ... ∧ ω2r+1 ∧ ωi
=
2r+1∑
i=1
(−1)2r+2 ai
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωi ∧ ... ∧ ω2r+1. (15)
By homogeneity of the polynomial Φ, the Euler identities imply the equality
2r+1∑
i=1
ai
∂Φ
∂ai
= (r + 1) Φ, (16)
from which the assertion follows, since ((r + 1)
∧r dω − θ) ∧ ω = 0 by equation (15).
This result is formally very close to the approach by means of total differential
equations as presented in (5). We will later see that actually the use of wedge products
determines the Casimir operator, corresponding to the first integrals of (5). Moreover,
in contrast to the general case, the constraint of having only one Casimir invariant
imposes some restrictions on the possible dimension of a representation. The following
results establish (sharp) bounds for the dimension of the radical in inhomogeneous Lie
algebras with only one invariant.
7Lemma 2 Let g = s−→⊕RnL1 be an indecomposable Lie algebra. If N (g) = 1, then
dimR = n ≥ rank s + 1.
Proof. We consider the Levi subalgebra s of g. It is known that, in addition to
the Casimir operators of these algebras, we need
1
2
(dim g−N (g)− dim h−N (h)) + l′ (17)
additional operators (commonly called missing label operators) in order to label
unambigously the states of g with respect to the subalgebra s [22]. For this reduction,
l′ is clearly zero, thus we need
1
2
(dim s + n− 1− dim s− rank s) =
1
2
(n− 1− rank s) ≥ 0, (18)
additional operators. The latter being a non-negative quantity, we conclude that
dimR = n ≥ 1 + rank s.
We observe that the example presented at the beginning exactly satisfies the
equality, showing that the lower bound is sharp. As to upper bounds, the result is
a consequence of the specific structure of system (3) for these algebras:
Lemma 3 Let g = s
−→⊕RnL1 be an indecomposable Lie algebra. If N (g) = 1, then
dimR = n ≤ dim s + 1.
Proof. Consider a basis {X1, .., Xr, Y1, .., Yn} of g such that {X1, .., Xr} is a basis
of the Levi part s and {Y1, .., Yn} is a basis of the representation space R.‡ The invariant
of g is obtained from the system (3), expressed in matrix form:(
X̂iF
ŶiF
)
=
(
Ckijxk C
k
ijyk
−Ckijyk 0
)(
∂F
∂xi
∂F
∂yi
)
= 0. (19)
In particular, the number M (g) of invariants which depend only on the variables
{y1, .., yn} is given by:
M (g) = dimR − rank
(
Ckijyk
)
, (20)
where B =
(
Ckijyk
)
is a (n× r)-matrix describing the action of the Levi part s on the
radical R [13]. In any case, the following inequality holds:
rank
(
Ckijyk
)
≤ min {n, r} . (21)
In view of this bound, there are only two possibilities:
(i) If M (g) = 0, then dimR = n = rank
(
Ckijyk
)
, which implies that dimR ≤ dim s,
as the condition dimR > dim g would contradict inequality (21). Further, since
equality of the dimensions of R and s is forbidden by parity, we conclude that
dimR ≤ dim s− 1. (22)
‡ Since the radical is Abelian, we can naturally identify it with the representation space R, where
n = dimR.
8(ii) If M (g) = 1, then the Casimir operator of g depends only on variables of the
Abelian radical. In this case
1 = dimR− rank
(
Ckijyk
)
, (23)
and the only relevant case n > r implies that rank
(
Ckijyk
)
= n−1 ≤ r = dim s < n
and thus that
dimR ≤ dim s + 1. (24)
As a consequence of these lemmas, the representation R describing the semidirect
product g = s
−→⊕RnL1 with N (g) = 1 satisfies ranks + 1 ≤ dimR ≤ dim s − 1 or
dimR = dim s + 1. The latter constitutes an isolated type of algebras, and it follows
from the proof that their Casimir operator depends only on the variables of the radical
[13]. The other possibility, dimR < dim s, presents additional features that are of
relevance for the Casimir operator. Like before, suppose that {X1, .., Xr, Y1, .., Yn} is a
basis of g such that {X1, .., Xr} is a basis of s and {Y1, .., Yn} a basis of the radical nL1.
Denote the dual basis by {ω1, .., ωr, θ1, .., θn}.
Lemma 4 If there exists an element ω ∈ g∗ such thatj0(g)∧ dω
 ∧ ω = Φ( a1, .., ar, b1, ..bn)ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θn 6= 0, (25)
then Φ (ai, bj) is a homogeneous polynomial in both the variables {ai} and {bj}.
Proof. Since N (g) = 1, we obtain from (10) that
j0 (g) =
1
2
(n+ r − 1) . (26)
For the Levi subalgebra s we have the equality dim s = r = ranks+2j0 (s), and insertion
into equation (26) gives
j0 (g) = j0 (s) +
1
2
(ranks− 1 + n) . (27)
Let us consider a generic element ω ∈ g∗:
ω =
r∑
i=1
aiωi +
n∑
j=1
bjθj , (28)
where ai, bj ∈ R are arbitrary constants. The exterior differential d is determined by:
dω =
r∑
i=1
aidωi +
n∑
j=1
bjdθj . (29)
Wedge products of the latter 2-form can be rewritten as
p∧
dω =
p∧
(ξ1 + ξ2) =
p∑
k=1
(
p
k
)
k∧
ξ1 ∧
p−k∧
ξ2, (30)
9where ξ1 =
∑r
i=1 aidωi and ξ2 =
∑n
j=1 bjdθj . In particular, any summand of (30) is a
wedge product of k+ p elements ωi and p− k elements θj . We say that
∧p (ξ1 + ξ2) has
bi-degree (k + p, p− k) in the (s, R)-variables. It follows at once from this that any term
of
∧p (ξ1 + ξ2) has degree k in the variables ai, and degree p− k in the bi’s. Further, it
is clear from (10) that
∧p ξ1 = 0 for any p > j0 (s), thus
j0(g)∧
(ξ1 + ξ2) =
∑
k≥0
(
j0 (g)
k
)
j0(s)−k∧
ξ1 ∧
1
2
(ranks−1+n)+k∧
ξ2. (31)
By assumption,
∧j0(g) dω ∧ ω 6= 0, thus applying the preceding lemma we obtain the
decomposition:
j0(g)∧
(ξ1 + ξ2) =
1
j0 (g) + 1
r∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ω̂i ∧ ... ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θi ∧ ... ∧ θn
+
1
j0 (g) + 1
n∑
i=1
(−1)n+i+1
∂Φ
∂bi
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωi ∧ ... ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θ̂i ∧ ... ∧ θn.
(32)
The bi-degree of the terms in the latter product are either (r − 1, n) or (r, n− 1), since
the bi-degree of Φ is (r, n). In view of equation (13), this decomposition is possible only
if
j0(g)∧
(ξ1 + ξ2) =
(
j0 (g)
n−ranks−1
2
) dim s−n−1
2∧
ξ1∧
n∧
ξ2+
(
j0 (g)
n−ranks−1
2
) dim s−n+1
2∧
ξ1∧
n−1∧
ξ2, (33)
because these are the only products having the required bi-degrees. Finally, considering
the wedge product of (33) with ω, the following identities can be easily verified:
dim s−n−1
2∧
ξ1 ∧
n∧
ξ2 ∧
(
r∑
i=1
aiωi +
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
=
dim s−n−1
2∧
ξ1 ∧
n∧
ξ2 ∧
(
r∑
i=1
aiωi
)
, (34)
dim s−n+1
2∧
ξ1 ∧
n−1∧
ξ2 ∧
(
r∑
i=1
aiωi +
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
=
dim s−n+1
2∧
ξ1 ∧
n−1∧
ξ2 ∧
(
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
. (35)
This shows that any term of Φ has degree n in the variables {bj} and degree
r−n+1
2
in
the variables ai, and therefore that the polynomial Φ is homogeneous in these variables.
This result is a sharpened version of Theorem 1, and constitutes the essential step
to recover the Casimir operator intrinsically.
4. Construction of the Casimir operator from the Maurer-Cartan equations
In this section we prove that for inhomogeneous Lie algebras possessing only one Casimir
operator, the latter can be constructed using only the Maurer-Cartan equations, basing
on the homogeneity properties previously seen. In [14] a result of similar nature was
10
proposed, using a special extension of degree one of the algebra. We will use this result
for a stronger statement, for which reason we briefly recall the result:
Proposition 1 Let s
−→⊕RnL1 a perfect Lie algebra such that N (s
−→⊕RnL1) = 1. Let C
be the invariant of minimal degree. Then s
−→⊕RnL1 admits an extension ĝ of degree one
satisfying N (ĝ) = 0 and such that |A(g)| = C2 is the square power of C.
Expressed in terms of the Maurer-Cartan equations {dϕ1, ..., dϕn+r+1} of the
extension ĝ, this result establishes the existence of an element zidϕi ∈ L(ĝ) such that
n+r+1
2∧
dω =
(
n+ r + 1
2
)
! C(zi)ϕ1 ∧ ... ∧ ϕn+r+1. (36)
The reason for this remarkable relation between certain extensions and the Casimir
operator of g remained however unexplained in [14]. We will see that the Casimir
operator of g, being completely determined by the Maurer-Cartan equations themselves,
implies the existence of such an extension.
Theorem 2 Let g = s
−→⊕RnL1 be an indecomposable Lie algebra with N (g) = 1. Then
the Casimir operator C of minimal degree is intrinsically determined by the Maurer-
Cartan equations of g.
Proof. We consider a basis B = {X1, .., Xr, Y1, .., Yn}, where {X1, .., Xr} is a basis
of the Levi part s and {Y1, .., Yn} is a basis of the representation space R. The structure
tensor over B is given by
[Xi, Xj] = C
k
ijXk, [Xi, Yj] = D
k
ijYk, [Yi, Yj] = 0.
Considering the dual basis {ω1, .., ωr, θ1, .., θn} to B, the Maurer-Cartan equations of g
are easily seen to be:
dωi = C
i
jkωj ∧ ωk, i = 1..r,
dθj = D
j
ikωi ∧ θk, j = 1..n. (37)
By asumption, N (g) = 1, thus by formula (10) the condition j0 (g) =
n+r−1
2
is satisfied.
Let ĝ denote the extension of g containing it as a codimension one ideal. The Maurer-
Cartan equations of ĝ are given, over the basis
{
ω˜1, .., ω˜r, θ˜1, .., θ˜n, ξ
}
, by
dω˜i = dωi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
dθ˜j = dθj + θj ∧ ξ, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
dξ = 0. (38)
Following proposition 1, ĝ satisfies N (ĝ) = 0, which implies the condition j0 (ĝ) =
n+r+1
2
= j0 (g) + 1. We can therefore find an element Ω =
∑r
i=1 aidω˜i+
∑n
j=1 bjdθ˜j such
that
n+r+1
2∧
Ω =
n+ r − 1
2
C (ai, bj) ω˜1 ∧ ... ∧ ω˜r ∧ θ˜1 ∧ ... ∧ θ˜n ∧ ξ
=
n+ r − 1
2
C (ai, bj)ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θn ∧ ξ, (39)
11
where C (xi, yj) is the Casimir invariant of g, after replacing the ai by xi and the bj by
yj. We decompose the 2-form Ω as follows:
Ω = d
(
r∑
i=1
aiω˜i +
n∑
j=1
bj θ˜j + ξ
)
= d
(
r∑
i=1
aiωi +
n∑
j=1
bj θ˜j
)
= d
(
r∑
i=1
aiωi +
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
+
(
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
∧ ξ = dω +
(
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
∧ ξ,(40)
where ω =
∑r
i=1 aiωi+
∑n
j=1 bjθj . It follows by induction on k ≥ 1 that wedge products
of Ω can be rewritten in the following way:
k∧
Ω =
k∧
dω + k
(
k−1∧
dω
)
∧
(
n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
∧ ξ. (41)
In particular, for k = j0 (ĝ) the product reduces to:
j0(bg)∧
Ω =
n + r + 1
2
j0(g)∧ dω
 ∧( n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
∧ ξ. (42)
Combining the latter with equation (39), we get the expression:
n+ r + 1
2
j0(g)∧ dω
∧( n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
∧ξ =
(
n + r + 1
2
)
! C (ai, bj)ω1∧...∧ωr∧θ1∧...∧θn∧ξ.(43)
Now consider the productj0(g)∧ dω
 ∧ ω = Φ(ai, bj) ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θn, (44)
where Φ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n+r+1
2
.§ The decomposition of Lemma
1 implies the following identity:
j0(g)∧
dω =
r∑
i=1
(−1)i+1
∂Φ
∂ai
ω1 ∧ .. ∧ ω̂i ∧ .. ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θn
+
n∑
j=1
(−1)n+j+1
∂Φ
∂bj
ω1 ∧ ... ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ .. ∧ θ̂j ∧ .. ∧ θn. (45)
Taking now the wedge productj0(g)∧ dω
∧( n∑
j=1
bjθj
)
=
n∑
j=1
bj
∂Φ
∂bj
ω1∧ ...∧ωr ∧ θ1∧ ..∧ θj ∧ ..∧ θn, (46)
and comparing it with (43), we conclude the following relation between Φ and the
Casimir operator:
n+ r + 1
2
n∑
j=1
bj
∂Φ
∂bj
=
(
n+ r + 1
2
)
! C (ai, bj) . (47)
§ At this point it is not excluded that this expression vanishes, i.e., that Φ is a zero polynomial.
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Observe that if n = r + 1, by Lemma 2 the following constraint is satisfied:
∂C (ai, bj)
∂ak
= 0, k = 1..r, (48)
and by homogeneity we conclude that Φ is a multiple of the Casimir operator of g. This
proves the result for the case of maximal dimension of the representation R. If n < r,
Lemma 3 implies that Φ is homogeneous in the variables bj (and therefore also in the
variables ai). Applying the Euler theorem, we get the identity
n∑
j=1
bj
∂Φ
∂bj
= (degbΦ) Φ = nΦ. (49)
Inserting the latter expression into equation (43) gives the relation
n
n+ r + 1
2
Φ =
(
n + r + 1
2
)
! C (ai, bj) , (50)
which proves that Φ is a Casimir operator of g after replacement of ai by xi and bj by
yj. In particular, for any possible dimension of R we obtain that Φ 6= 0, and therefore
the Casimir operator of g is uniquely determined by the wedge product (44) of the
Maurer-Cartan equations.
This result provides us with an algorithmic procedure to compute the Casimir
operator starting from an arbitrary basis of the algebra. Moreover, equation (44) shows
that performing wedge products of the defining equations of g and extending it to an
algebra satisfying the condition N (ĝ) = 0 leads to the same result. We remark that the
key point is the homogeneity of the Casimir operator with respect to the variables of
the Levi subalgebra and the radical. Incidentally, this method implies the existence of
a supplementary geometrical property.
Contact forms constitute, in some sense, an analogous concept to symplectic forms
for odd dimensional manifolds. Although generally weaker than the symplectic frame of
Hamiltonian Mechanics, contact structures appear naturally in many physical problems,
like generalizations of magnetic monopoles [25], irreversible thermodynamical systems
[26] or geometric formulations of gravity coupled with Yang-Mills fields [27]. We recall
that a linear contact form on a Lie algebra g of dimension 2m+ 1 is an element ω ∈ g∗
such that ω∧ (
∧m dω) 6= 0. In particular, formula (10) implies that N (g) = 1, although
the converse is not necessarily true.
Proposition 2 If g = [g, g] = s
−→⊕RnL1 is indecomposable and satisfies N (g) = 1, then
g is endowed with a linear contact form.
The proof follows easily from the previous argumentation. Again, two cases must
be considered according to the dimension of the Abelian radical. If n = r + 1, equation
(47) shows that the 1-form defined by ξ =
∑n
j=1 bjθj is a contact form. In this case,
equations (45) and (46) imply the relation
n+r−1
2∧
dξ ∧ ξ =
(
n + r
2
)
! C(bj)ω1 ∧ .. ∧ ωr ∧ θ1 ∧ .. ∧ θn. (51)
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On the other hand, if n < r, equation (49) establishes that
∑n
j=1 bj
∂Φ
∂bj
= nΦ. Applying
the Euler theorem to Φ we get
r∑
i=1
ai
∂Φ
∂ai
+
n∑
j=1
bj
∂Φ
∂bj
=
r∑
i=1
ai
∂Φ
∂ai
+ n Φ =
n+ r + 1
2
Φ, (52)
thus
r∑
i=1
ai
∂Φ
∂ai
=
r + 1− n
2
Φ 6= 0, (53)
and from equation (44) we conclude that ω defines a linear contact form on g.
Therefore the contact form is deeply related to the homogeneity properties of the
Casimir operator, but also that the extension ĝ used in [14], which is derived from
it. This explains naturally why the determinant method developed there holds. In
particular, the contact form implies that these algebras contract onto the Heisenberg
algebra of the same dimension [13].
4.1. The Lie algebras sa (N,R)
The physically most important non-simple Lie algebra with only one Casimir operator
is the special affine algebra sa(n,R) = sl(n,R)−→⊕RnL1 appearing in quantum gauge
theories of gravity [2, 11]. The invariant has been used both in the classification of
particles, as well as in establishing a wave equation [3]. Various works have been devoted
to the problem of finding explicit expressions of the Casimir operator of this algebra,
either from the analytical point of view [2, 28], with algebraic procedures [14], or more
recently with the tensor approach of enveloping algebras [16]. The advantage of the
Maurer-Cartan equations is the possibility of computing the Casimir operator starting
from an arbitrary basis. Taking for example the boson realization of sa (N,R) given by
Xµ = b
+
µ b
−
µ − b
+
µ+1b
−
µ+1, Xµν = b
+
µ b
−
ν , Yν = b
+
ν , (54)
where
[
b+i , b
+
j
]
=
[
b−i , b
−
j
]
= 0,
[
b−i , b
+
j
]
= δji , the corresponding Maurer-Cartan
equations are given by
dωµ =
µ∑
ρ=1
N∑
ν=µ+1
ωρν ∧ ωνρ, 1 ≤ µ ≤ N − 1
dωνρ =
N−1∑
µ=1
(
δµν + δ
µ+1
ρ − δ
ν
ρ − δ
µ+1
ν
)
ωµ ∧ ωνρ +
N∑
σ=1
ωνσ ∧ ωσρ,
dθρ = δ
ρ
µωµ ∧ θρ − δ
ρ
µ+1ωµ ∧ θρ + δ
ν
µωρν ∧ θµ.
Let αµ, βµν , γρ ∈ R be constants and define the 1-form
ψ = αµωµ + β
νρωνρ + γ
σθσ.
Then
ψ∧

1
2(N
2+N−2)∧
dψ
 = (N2 +N
2
)
!C (αµ, βνρ, γσ)
(
N−1∧
µ=1
ωµ
)
∧
(∧
ν<ρ
ωνρ
)
∧
(
N∧
σ=1
θσ
)
.(55)
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Taking the polynomial C (αµ, βνρ, γσ) and replacing the variables
αµ 7−→ xµ, β
νρ 7−→ xνρ, γ
σ 7−→ pσ,
the symmetrization of C (xµ, xνρ, pσ) provides the Casimir operator of sa (N,R). So, for
example, for the lowest values of N = 2, 3, 4, the previous function C (xµ, xνρ, pσ) has
3, 58 and 8196 terms, coinciding with the result of [28].
5. Algebras with a rational invariant
The method, as presented, seems to be valid only for Lie algebras having one classical
Casimir operator. However, since rational invariants of Lie algebras are the quotient of
commuting polynomials, it can be asked whether for the case of one rational invariant,
the commuting polynomials can be obtained from the corresponding Maurer-Cartan
equations.‖ This turns out to be the case, as we shall show with some examples.
5.1. The extended Poincare´ algebra
The Weyl group W (1, 3), i.e., the Poincare´ group Iso(1, 3) enlarged with a spacetime
dilation operator D, appears naturally when studying the symmetries of a spinning
particle which satisfies the Dirac equation when quantized [29], constitutes an important
example of a Lie algebra exhibiting only one rational invariant. Using the standard basis
Eµν = −Eνµ, Pµ and metric g = diag (1, , 1, 1,−1), the brackets are given by
[Eµν , Eλσ] = gµλEνσ + gµσEλν − gνλEµσ − gνσEλµ,
[Eµν , Pρ] = gµρPν − gνρPµ, [D,Pρ] = −Pρ. (56)
Denoting by {ωµν , θµ, ξ} the dual basis, the Maurer-Cartan equations are simply
dωνσ = gµλωµν ∧ ωλσ, dθν = gµρωµν ∧ θρ − ξ ∧ θν , dξ = 0. (57)
A generic 1-form ψ = aµνωmuν + β
ρθρ + ξ has coboundary operator dψ = a
µνdωmuν +
βρdθρ. Since N (W (1, 3)) = 1, we obtain(
5∧
dψ
)
∧ ψ = C1 (a
µν , βρ)C2 (a
µν , βρ)ω12 ∧ ... ∧ ω34 ∧ θ1 ∧ ... ∧ θ4, (58)
where, after the corresponding replacements {aµν 7→ eµν , bρ 7→ pρ}, the polynomials are
given by C1 = g
µµp2µ and
C2 = −2
∑
µ<ν<ρ
gµµgννgρρ (ǫµνρpµpνeµρeνρ + ǫµρνpµpρeµνeνρ + ǫνρµpνpρeνρeµρ)
+
∑
µ<ν
gµµgννe
2
µν
(∑
ρ6=µ,ν
gρρp
2
ρ
)
. (59)
These are the well known Casimir operators of the Poincare´ algebra the quotient C2/C1
of which provides the invariant of W (1, 3). Therefore the Maurer-Cartan equations
provide the commuting polynomials appearing in the rational invariant.
‖ Observe that in this case, the condition g = [g, g] is no more satisfied [8].
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5.2. The optical Lie algebra
The optical Lie algebra Opt(1, 2) corresponds to the subalgebra of the anti De Sitter
algebra so(2, 3) that leaves a lightlike vector invariant in Minkowski spacetime [30]. The
algebra Opt(1, 2) is defined by the non-vanishing brackets
[K1, K2] = −K3, [K1, K3] = −K2, [K2, K3] = K1, [K1,M ] = −
1
2
M,
[K1, Q] =
1
2
Q, [K2,M ] =
1
2
Q, [K2, Q] =
1
2
M, [K3,M ] = −
1
2
Q,
[K3, Q] =
1
2
M, [W,M ] = 1
2
M, [W,Q] = 1
2
Q, [W,N ] = N.
(60)
over the basis {Ki,W,M,Q,N}. This algebra has only one invariant, which is a rational
function [30]. Again, the Maurer-Cartan equations provide information. Denoting
the dual basis by {ω1, ω2, ω3, θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4} and considering a linear combination ζ =
kiωi + wθ1 +mθ2 + qθ3 + nθ4, the result of the wedge product
3∧
dζ ∧ ζ = 3n
(
q2 (k2 + k3) +m
2 (k3 − k2)− 2k1mq
)
ω1 ∧ ..ω3 ∧ θ1 ∧ .. ∧ θ4
shows that Opt(1, 2) is endowed with a contact form. Although the polynomial C =
3n (q2 (k2 + k3) +m
2 (k3 − k2)− 2k1mq) in not an invariant of Opt(1, 2), it can be easily
verified that any term is a semi-invariant, from which the rational invariant is easily
deduced as the quotient of the terms P = (q2 (k2 + k3) +m
2 (k3 − k2)− 2k1mq) /n.
5.3. The two-photon algebra
The 2-photon algebra h6, isomorphic to the Schro¨dinger algebra in (1 + 1)-dimension,
has been used, among other applications, to construct infinite classes of N -particle
Hamiltonian systems [31, 32]. Over the basis {N,A+, A−, B+, B−,M} the brackets are
given by
[N,B±] = ±2B±, [N,A±] = ±A±, [B+, B−] = −4N − 2M,
[B+, A−] = −2A+, [B−, A+] = 2A−, [A+, A−] = −M.
This algebra clearly has two Casimir operators, one being the central charge M . To
compute them using Maurer-Cartan equations, we consider the extension of h6 by an
element Y acting on the two-photon algebra as follows:
[Y,N ] = −M, [Y,A±] = A±, [Y,M ] = 2M.
The seven dimensional algebra g satisfies N (g) = 1. Let {ϑ, ω1, ω2, θ1, θ2, σ, χ} be the
dual basis to {N,A+, A−, B+, B−,M, Y } and take the structure equations
dϑ = −4θ1 ∧ θ2, dθ1 = 2ϑ ∧ θ1, dθ2 = −2ϑ ∧ θ2, dχ = 0,
dω1 = ϑ ∧ ω1 + 2ω2 ∧ θ1 + ω1 ∧ χ,
dω2 = −ϑ ∧ ω2 − 2ω1 ∧ θ2 + ω2 ∧ χ,
dσ = −2θ1 ∧ θ2 − ω1 ∧ ω2 − ϑ ∧ χ+ 2σ ∧ χ.
An arbitrary linear combination α = a1ω1 + a2ω2 + a3ϑ+ a4θ1 + a5θ2 + a6σ + a7χ gives
rise to the wedge product
α ∧ dα ∧ dα ∧ dα = 12a6
(
a6
3 − 4a6 (a4a5 + a1a2) + a3a6 (a3 + a6) + a
2
1a5 + a4a
2
2 − 2a1a2a3
)
× ω1 ∧ ω2 ∧ ϑ ∧ θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ σ ∧ χ.
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With the replacements
a1 7→ a+, a2 7→ a−, a3 7→ n, a4 7→ b+, a5 7→ b−, a6 7→ m,
we obtain the polynomial
P = 12m
(
m3 − 4m (b+b− + a+a−) +mn (n+m) + a
2
+b− + b+a
2
− − 2a+a−n
)
. (61)
P is the Casimir operator of the extended algebra g, and it is straightforward to verify
that C1 = m and C2 = −4m (b+b− + a+a−) +mn (n +m) + a2+b− + b+a
2
−− 2a+a−n are
the invariants of the subalgebra h6.
Although in these examples the Maurer-Cartan equations do not provide the
rational invariant itself, they give the commuting polynomials that intervene in it.¶
This means that the invariant has the form C = Ca1C
−b
2 , where only the values of a, b
have to be checked. An interesting observation concerning these and other examples is
that the degree of the product of these polynomials is always the integer part of half
the dimension of the algebra plus one. Analyzing with the same method all Lie algebras
of odd dimension n ≤ 9 with one rational invariant and non-trivial Levi decomposition
[9, 33], we found always the same rule for the degrees of C1 and C2. This enables us to
suggest the following general property for Lie algebras:
Lemma 5 Let g = s
−→⊕Rr be a Lie algebra satisfying the constraint dim (g/ [g, g]) ≤ 1
and N (g) = 1. Then the rational invariant C = Ca1C
−b
2 is such that
deg (C1C2) ≤
1
2
(dim g + 1) . (62)
The previous examples correspond to the case dim (g/ [g, g]) = 1, where g′ = [g, g] is
a codimension one subalgebra that satisfies g′ = [g′, g′], thus admits Casimir operators as
invariants. Since N (g) = 1, this means that N (g′) = 2, and therefore the polynomials
C1 and C2 found for the rational invariant of g can be taken as the Casimir operators
of g′.
6. Final remarks
It has been proved that for Lie algebras g = s−→⊕RnL1 with one Casimir operator,
the latter can be obtained by means of wedge products of the Maurer-Cartan equations.
This constitutes a generalization, to non-simple Lie algebras, of the well known fact that
for the simple algebra su(2) the quadratic Casimir operator arises from the structure
equations. This fact shows moreover that for this class of algebras, the invariant inherits
a clear geometrical meaning as the function that appears in the volume form determined
by the structure equations. The proof bases on the homogeneity properties of the
Casimir operators of inhomogeneous Lie algebras with respect to the variables of the
Levi part and the representation describing the semidirect product. In particular, these
property allows to obtain sharp bounds for the dimension of the representation space
¶ More specifically, they provide the Casimir operators of a codimension one subalgebra that is perfect.
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R, whenever the constraint N (g) = 1 is satisfied. This in principle enables us to classify
inhomogeneous algebras with only one invariant, given a fixed Levi subalgebra. Further,
it has been pointed out that the procedure based on differential forms can be extended
for Lie algebras g having only one rational invariant and a codimension one commutator
subalgebra. This enables us further to reconstruct the Casimir operators of the latter
as the terms appearing in the volume form associated to g, thus providing a geometrical
method to compute the Casimir operators of Lie algebras with two invariants.
The procedure using differential forms is clearly limited to Lie algebras having
rational invariants. Since the function appearing in the volume form obtained from
the Maurer-Cartan equations is always polynomial, Lie algebras having transcendental
invariants, like most solvable Lie algebras, are excluded. Whether introducing additional
constraints to the ansatz of forms can provide a method to cover solvable algebras
with a non-rational invariant is still an open question. Nowadays, the best possible
known approach for the solvable case, using forms, is that of the moving frame method
developed in [15, 19].
Finally, the differential-geometric derivation of the Casimir operator developed here
serves to clarify a result concerning the degrees of a Casimir operator. In [11], it was
claimed that for an n-dimensional Lie algebra g with one invariant, the corresponding
Casimir operator has either degree one or n+1
2
. We give a counterexample to this
claim, showing that the degree can be actually different. Consider the Lie algebra
L7,2 determined by the Maurer-Cartan equations
dω1 = ω2 ∧ ω3, dω2 = −ω1 ∧ ω3, dω3 = ω1 ∧ ω2,
dω4 = −
1
2
(ω1 ∧ ω7 − ω2 ∧ ω5 + ω3 ∧ ω6) , dω5 = −
1
2
(ω1 ∧ ω6 − ω2 ∧ ω4 + ω3 ∧ ω5),
dω6 =
1
2
(ω1 ∧ ω5 − ω2 ∧ ω7 + ω3 ∧ ω4) , dω7 = −
1
2
(ω1 ∧ ω4 + ω2 ∧ ω6 − ω3 ∧ ω5).
Since the algebra is indecomposable, it has no invariant of order one. Following theorem
1 of [11], the Casimir operator should be of order four. However, taking a generic element
ω = aiωi and computing the corresponding wedge product ω ∧
(∧3 dω) we obtain the
expression
ω ∧
(
3∧
dω
)
= (a24 + a
2
5 + a
2
6 + a
2
7)
2ω1 ∧ .. ∧ ω7,
and the function (a24 + a
2
5 + a
2
6 + a
2
7)
2 is a square. It can be easily verified that
x24 + x
2
5 + x
2
6 + x
2
7 is a quadratic Casimir invariant of the algebra. The reason for the
failure of the statement in [11] lies in the fact that the independence of the invariant on
the variables of the Levi part was not explicitly considered in the proof. In this sense,
the result of [11] should be reformulated as
Proposition 3 If g = [g, g] has only one invariant C, then the order of C is either one
or a divisor of 1
2
(dim g + 1).
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